DIRECTIONS TO MAKANALANI

YOUR GATE CODE: (Given once confirmed arrival time.)
NOTE:
- PLEASE use only these directions, do NOT use Google Maps, Mapquest or similar.   
- PLEASE do NOT invite anybody to the property unless you first send them these same exact directions.
They work, others do not.
- Do not mark the driveway on the highway with balloons, ribbons, signs etc etc unless you first check with us.
There are Association rules we must observe.
GENERAL:
The Makanalani gate is on the highway near Kilauea on the mountain side of the highway, between mile
markers 22 and 23. It is in a heavily wooded section, with red Ti plants growing on the side of the highway to
mark the turn off.   Start to look for the red Ti plants on the mountain side of the highway after you have passed
the correct mile marker. Inside the gate you go left and follow the signs. Drive very slowly!   Park away from
the house, not at the front door.
DETAIL:
From Kapaa side:-    
      Go past mile marker 22, and then take the SECOND driveway on the mountain side (turn left at the red Ti
plants) about 400 yards after the mile marker, just before the bend
From Princeville side:-   
      Go past mile marker 23, and then take the SECOND driveway on the mountain side (turn right at the red Ti
plants), just after the bend in the highway
●

Our gate is a very large wooden ranch-style gate. There are some more red Ti plants right next to the
gate.

●

The keypad where you enter the gate code will display ‘Makanalani’. If it does not you’re at the wrong
gate.

●

After entering the gate, immediately turn LEFT.

●

Follow the signs to the Kids House. (That takes you almost a mile back towards the mountains, and
mostly follows the fence line).

●

VERY IMPORTANT: Drive very slowly, walking speed, even if you’re late. Enjoy the scenery and relax.

●

Drop off passengers/luggage at the front door in the Porte Cochere, then park up at the utility shed beyond the house. Do not leave any vehicle in the Porte Cochere.

AGAIN, NOTE:
- PLEASE use only these directions, do not use Google Maps, Mapquest or similar.   
- PLEASE do NOT invite anybody to the property unless you first send them these same exact directions!
They work, others do not.
- Drive VERY slowly, no exceptions!

Thanks!!

